**Synopsis**

Sol y viento integrates the latest in second language acquisition research with the highest quality, Hollywood caliber feature film available for the Introductory Spanish classroom. The Sol y viento program creates a distinct and captivating cultural experience that motivates students to develop their communication skills. Created specifically for beginning language learners, Sol y viento tells the story of a Chilean family and their winery, and of a young U.S. Latino businessman who finds himself intricately involved with the family as his company tries to buy their land. Mystery, romance, and the unexplainable forces of nature all play a part in this spellbinding story, drawing students in and compelling them to want to communicate about the film and its themes. For an additional charge you may also purchase access to CENTRO, a portal learning management system, which offers a diagnostic tool that provides students with tailored learning plans to address their specific learning needs. This integrated technology platform delivers a variety of digital components including Quia workbooks, laboratory manuals and an interactive e-book with voice board, allowing professors to deliver a seamless learning experience to students in both seated and virtual sections. Customer should purchase the below additional card, depending on the term(s)/semester(s) needed: 0077397762 9780077397760 Quia WBLM Access Card Part A for Sol y viento © 2012 0077397770 9780077397777 Quia WBLM Access Card Part B for Sol y viento © 2012
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**Customer Reviews**
Do not buy the online edition if you are a college student who is required to make a centro account along with this book. The online edition does NOT come with a textbook access code and all teachers who require homework done on centro will require that code to access the full content. Go to your school's bookstore (or local bookstore that is always competing with the prices of the on-campus one) and get it there. DO NOT GET AN E EDITION!!! I have wasted fifty dollars renting this book when I had to buy both the workbook code (fifty bucks) and a textbook code ($137!!!!). I could have saved so much money going and getting the deal from my school. Do not think you're smart when getting this!!!

This is the worst book. The book has parts where the instructor is supposed to speak and you are supposed to fill in the answer, however no where does it tell you what the instructor is supposed to be saying, or what the correct answers are in the book. It is like there is a piece missing. I am taking this class on line via connect and the ebook is exactly the same way, difficult to follow and almost impossible to know if you are doing the exercises correctly. I spent money buying the book on line, now I purchased it via (great price by the way) and now I am actively looking for the instructors version of the book because maybe that is the missing piece.

If you do not know, Sol Y Viento is a beginning Spanish books used in Spanish classes at many different universities. My high school Spanish textbooks provided me with more pertinent information than this book could even come close to. The activities in this book are incredibly unnecessarily long and really do not help the student understand the Spanish that they are studying. The activities are more comparable to busy work one would do in grade school, the activities just happen to be in Spanish. If you buy this book, you will be receiving more than just a book. You will also be receiving the film, also named Sol Y Viento. This movie follows the story of multiple characters in the Spanish world. The movie is entirely in Spanish, but serves virtually no purpose. Not only does the movie talk down to its viewer in childish Spanish, it does not help the student learn Spanish through listening. I used this book at Florida State University and wholeheartedly believe the only reason is because the author Michael Leeser is an associate professor there. To put just how bad this book is into perspective, my own Spanish teacher decided not to use hardly any of the activities from the book because she even felt they did not actually help the student. She would in turn make her own activities which were much more helpful.

To me this book (and the accompanying website) is clunky, cluttered and un-organized. Important
information doesn't stand out. The book also assumes you are abreast of trendy movie stars and a corporate consumer. I really don't want a book that teaches me how to look for a McDonald's in Mexico City, nor assumes that I know or care about Ricky Martinez or Penelope Cruz. I'd sell it now that I'm done with the class but I wouldn't wish this on another person.

Compatable ONLY with my Macbook. Yeah, I'll be the only one in my class with a computer. Awkward. And totally defeats the purpose of buying the KINDLE EDITION. Worst part is, I rented it for $40 and I'm stuck w/o being able to resell it. This purchase definitely came with remorse. Sorry I don't have a plan B for you yet, checking out CourseSmart now.

SO I bought this used since my college bookstore was on backorder for god knows how long. I got it real cheap and of course it shows. Markings in the book, a water-warped backside, and clear evidence of wear around the book. All in all though, it's manageable and it's helped a lot. I'd probably buy again, but new.

Product description said that this book was still in original packaging. Clearly, it was not. Although there are no internal markings that I can see, it appears to have some wear and tear externally.

Book was upside down, and no code to get on-line. This was supposed to be a new book. Very dis-appointed
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